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Abstract-A (70,35) circulant code was previously characterized in terms of the incidence matrix 
of a Hadamard difference set based on the twin prime product 35. The weight distribution of this 
code is computed. The (70,35) d=ll code is extended to a (7236) d=l2 self-dual code which is not 
equivaient to the extended quadratic residue code. A (70,35) d=lO self dual code is also described in 
terms of a (35,17,8) cyclic difference set. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g be a primitive root of both p and p + 2, where p and p + 2 are twin primes. Then the 
numbers 
l,!J,g2,..., g(pa-s)/2;0,p+2,2(p+2),...,(P-l)(p+2) 
form a difference set with parameters 
{V,E,X) = {p(P+2),~,~}, 
i.e., a Hadamard difference set [l]. With p = 5 and g = 3, one obtains 
D = (0, 1,3,4,7,9,11,12,13,14,16,17,21,27,28,29,33}, 
as a (35,17,8) cyclic difference set. Let A denote the incidence matrix of this difference set. It 
is well-known that A is an orthogonal circulant matrix, i.e., AAT = I over GF(2). An m X m 
circulant matrix A is defined as 
a0 al a2 . .. am4 
am-1 a0 a1 ..’ h-2 
A= 
1::: i 
am-2 am-1 a0 . ** h-3 , 
I 
(1) 
al a2 a3 . .. a0 
where each successive row is a right cyclic shift of the previous one. The algebra of m X m 
circulant matrices over GF(2) is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials in the ring _+]/z” - 1 
if A is mapped onto the polynomial, e(z) = ac + 012 + a2z2 + a.. + u,_~z”-~, formed from 
the entries in the first row of A [2]. 
The complimentary difference set 
D’ = {2,5,6,8,10,15,18,19,20,22,23,24,25,26,30,31,32,34) 
is a (35,18,9) cyclic difference set. The incidence matrix A* is a circulant matrix which is an 
orthogonal complement, i.e., A* A*T = I + J over GF(2). Here J is the matrix of all l’s [3]. 
In this letter, the matrices A and A* are used to construct self-dual codes. A self-dual code is 
defined as an (n,n/2) code which is its own dual, i.e., C = Cl [2]. 
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Table 1. Weight distribution of the (70,35) code. 
1 Weight count 
0 
11 
12 
15 
16 
19 
20 
23 
24 
27 
28 
31 
32 
35 
36 
39 
40 
43 
44 
47 
48 
51 
52 
55 
56 
59 
60 
1 
70 
315 
42840 
147175 
3689420 
9499666 
104309240 
204264970 
1059814490 
1627596065 
4157095600 
5066432175 
6529965864 
6348608140 
4157095600 
3221726620 
1059814490 
650352045 
104309240 
49977865 
3689420 
1348690 
42840 
11450 
70 
7 
2.5.7 
3.3.5.7 
2.2.2.3.3.5.7.17 
5.5.7.29.29 
2.2.5.7.19.19.73 
2.7.7.96017 
2.2.2.5.7.7.19.2801 
2.5.7.13.224467 
2.5.7.19.796853 
5.19.17132527 
2.2.2.2.5.5.7.1484677 
3.5.5.7.7.19.72559 
2.2.2.3.167.1629233 
2.2.5.7.45347201 
2.2.2.2.5.5.7.1484677 
2.2.5.7.23012333 
2.5.7.19.796853 
3.5.7.19.41.7951 
2.2.2.5.7.7.19.2801 
5.7.251.5689 
2.2.5.7.19.19.73 
2.5.7.19267 
2.2.2.3.3.5.7.17 
2.5.5.229 
2.5.7 
2. THE (70,35) d=ll CODE 
This code is defined as the row space of a generator matrix of the form 
G = [Ixi,A*] = [l, a* (z)] . (2) 
Here Isa is a 35 x 35 identity matrix and A* is the incidence matrix of the (35,18,9) cyclic 
difference set. 
The circulant nature of A* reduced the number of computations necessary to find the weight 
distribution of the (70,35) code. Here the weight of a codeword is simply the number of nonzero 
elements in it. Consider the set, P, of polynomials of degree m - 1, Q(Z) = CO + clt + csz2 + 
* * * + cf.&P-l, cic{O, l}, so that ]P] = 2”. The set of codewords in C is then 
ci(x) , ci(x)a*(z) mod xm - 1. 
If we consider two polynomials, cj(z) and Q(X) to belong to the same cyclic class if 
cj(z) = z’c~(x) mod ZP - 1, 
then the number of classes is [4], 
(3) 
(4) 
where 
N, =; c P(T) 2d, 
d,dlm 
Self-dual codes 
Table 2. Weight distribution of the (72,36) self-dual code. 
Weight count 
0,72 = 1 
12,60 = 462 = 2.3.7.11 
16,56 = 244305 = 3.3.5.61.89 
20,52 = 18137196 = 2.2.3.3.3.3.7.11.727 
24,48 = 462861315 = 3.3.5.7.23.29.2203 
28,44 = 4397571090 = 2.3.3.5.11.19.389.601 
32,40 = 16602349995 = 3.3.5.7.11.4791443 
36 = 25757148008 = 2.2.2.61.409.129049 
and p(m) is the Mobius function [4] defined by 
p(m) = 0 
i 
1 ifm= 1; 
if m is divisible by a square; 
(-1)” if m is the product of k distinct primes. 
The total number of polynomials is given by 
97 
(5) 
N,,, is also the number of manic irreducible polynomials of degree m over GF(2). The weight 
of ci(z)a*(z) mod 2”’ - 1 is equal to the weight of cj(Z)o+(z) mod P - 1 for all c~(x),c~(z) in 
any cyclic class. Since all codewords corresponding to a cyclic class have the same weight, it 
is only necessary to compute the weight of a representative codeword from each class in order 
to determine the complete weight distribution. An efficient algorithm for generating a set of 
cyclic class representatives using Gray Codes is given in [5]. For example, the (70,35) code has 
2” codewords. To find the weight distribution, the construction of only Tss = 981,706,832 M 
235/35 M 230 codewords is required. 
The code generated by G has the weight distribution given in Table 1. Note that all the 
weights in this code are of the form 4t and 4t - 1. Further observe that Weight (2i- 1) = Weight 
(70 - 2i + l), i.e., the code has an equal number of symmetrically placed odd weight words. This 
phenomenon has been observed in many other classes of codes [6]. 
3. EXTENSION TO THE (72,36) SELF-DUAL CODE 
Adding an overall parity bit to the (70,35) co d e results in a (71,35) code. We now add a row 
of 71 ones to the generator matrix of the (71,35) code. This produces a (71,36) code. Finally we 
again add an overall parity bit to the (71,36) code. The generator matrix G is now 
(6) 
(7) 
This matrix can be transformed into 
G= 
or 
G = [1s,j, A’]. 
From [2], any code with a generator matrix of the form [I, A] with AAT = I is self-dual. Since 
A’Ae = I, G is a (72,36) self-dual code. The weight distribution of this code is given in Table 2. 
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Table 3. Weight distribution of the (70,35) self dual code. 
Weight count 
0,70 = 1 
10,60 = 7 
12,58 = 315 
14,56 = 11450 
16,54 = 147175 
18,52 = 1348690 
20,50 = 9409666 
22,48 = 49977865 
24,46 = 204264970 
26,44 = 650352045 
28,42 = 1627590065 
30,40 = 3221726620 
3238 = 5066432175 
3.3.5.7 
2.5.5.229 
5.5.7.29.29 
2.5.7.19267 
2.7.7.96017 
5.7.251.5689 
2.5.7.13.224467 
3.5.7.19.41.7951 
5.19.17132527 
2.2.5.7.23012333 
3.5.5.7.7.19.72559 
1 34,36 = 6348608140 = 2.2.5.7.45347201 
4. A (70,35) d=lO SELF-DUAL CODE 
We note that the row space of G = [&, A] will generate a (70,35) self-dual code since AAT = I. 
Exploiting the circulant nature of A, we can compute the weight distribution of the (70,35) self- 
dual code. This is given in Table 3. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is well known that the (72,36) extended quadratic residue code also has minimum distance 12 
and weights divisible by four. However, it is not equivalent to the (72,36) d=12 self-dual code 
reported here. The (70,35) d=ll code displays a symmetry condition in its weight distribution 
that we have not been able to prove in general. 
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